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250,722,431 Any update is welcome ! it has been since December 2020 we got an update !!!
Tuesday, Apr 27th
5:38PM

250,713,517 crap peeps deserve crap games
Tuesday, Apr 27th
12:11PM

250,710,987 hurry the fuck up
Tuesday, Apr 27th
9:44AM

250,710,468

I've had fewer DC's this past 2 months, ty. In RL sex I might enjoy a total of 10 min boob/nipple play here
and there, so I'm not obsessed. It's something we do for delight and pleasure..to have it limited to the
tittyfuck (it's foreplay, rarely a climax thing) and a passing glance? Have you had Human Sex before?
Facetious? Guilty as charged! One more thing..no neckties>? Have you worn human clothing? okokok
Here are things I like that keep me coming back.. On 3Dx I get to talk to smart, funny , accomplished
women for 13 months now... I try that in RL...they assume I'm a playuah...or their partner..or their Priest
doesn't want me talking to them..hahaha, I'm not allowed to talk to any women at my archaic church. 2)
The DJ's are so well educated, I enjoy what they bring. 3) The Builders -they and the DJ's are artists..pls
give them better ways to build. Impressive how well they do with what is there.

Tuesday, Apr 27th
9:00AM

250,710,330 Bug fixes and stability of games & New features for game, in proportion, without new things it gets
boring????

Tuesday, Apr 27th
9:02AM

250,709,208

Stability and bug fixes seem very OK at the moment, so perhaps it's time to shift focus back to new
features at a certain pace (and looking at dev-updates section of Discord, do keep in mind that the
BDSM crowd is rather small. In an update drought such as this, you may want to choose to cater to the
broader masses first). And though an unstable game won't keep players around, neither will one that
doesn't evolve.

Tuesday, Apr 27th
7:41AM

250,708,854 Bug fixes and stability of the game are critical, but steady game development with significant new
features at least twice a year would help to ensure people stay subscribed.

Tuesday, Apr 27th
7:07AM

250,684,522 We need more sex poses, customization options (body and clothes), games within the game and more
tools for world editor. Then we'll get the ultimate social/sex game.

Monday, Apr 26th
12:14PM

250,679,671 I personally wish to see more avatar customization more than anything, no bugs are really game
breaking and common and disconnects are few and far between for me.

Monday, Apr 26th
6:55AM

250,679,661
I'm unhappy that we haven't received a single update gameplay/customization update in a year now.
3dxc had a nice schedule with good mini-update bundles every month. Unless the next update is
massive, I'm not going to be very compelled to continue any subscriptions I currently have with 3dxc

Monday, Apr 26th
6:52AM

250,679,634 You Guys and girls enjoy yourselves
Monday, Apr 26th
6:48AM

250,676,881 Head and shoulders above most I have seen. love 3dxchat, Keep up the good work
Sunday, Apr 25th
11:47PM

250,675,008 Didn't spend too much time in here lately, so my information might be outdated ;-)
Sunday, Apr 25th
8:39PM

250,674,307 reall miss the boot option again booted out people could simply get transfered to their home or
character editor

Sunday, Apr 25th
7:43PM

250,674,241 Please please please get rid of apps like Pandora and stuff like that making people using them as a
hack tool to look into peoples game history, its very unacceptable.

Sunday, Apr 25th
7:39PM

250,670,659 fix what you got before adding
Sunday, Apr 25th
1:35PM

250,667,246 Devs should focus on enabling the community to create content, i.e. pose editor, clothes texture editor,
tattoo editor etc.

Sunday, Apr 25th
4:13AM

250,665,887
Better and far more regular communication from the game staff to the user base is desperately needed.
I would suggest some survey questions related to communications, user support and user care would
also be useful to include.

Saturday, Apr 24th
11:48PM

250,662,127 I want a normal roomlist that can be sorted by room names, visitors and host.
Saturday, Apr 24th
4:49PM

250,661,679 Many bugs non build since 22th.... Impossible to duplicate an objet without a bug who close the game.
Saturday, Apr 24th
4:20PM

250,658,755 Loosing interest in the game, because all the game is about right now is dancing and Cold Fucks. Pretty
boring.

Saturday, Apr 24th
12:54PM

250,656,456 Overall - excellent job and well done. I am enjoying 3dx a lot.
Saturday, Apr 24th
9:14AM



250,651,360
I have been playing a few years now, one of the things that got people playing was the gamerooms, so if
we could have a ability to reload everyone's position in game without needing to rejoin could help out
alot

Friday, Apr 23rd
11:06PM

250,645,416

Pretty much what I listed above, better penis options for MTF trans girls plz. MORE clothing options !!!!
SHOES SHOES SHOES !!! Adding something to let me flag myself as trans instead of straight female
wouldn't be terrible, but it's not super important. Just get tired of "Oh shit your trans, my bad" after they
finally read my profile lol.

Friday, Apr 23rd
5:50PM

250,635,560 with small adjustments it would be much more fun
Friday, Apr 23rd
11:34AM

250,626,945 Very slow devs, not feeling like i get my money worth.
Friday, Apr 23rd
1:07AM

250,625,680 it would be nice if there was more choise to dress and shape the avatar and more choise to edit rooms
textures ,settings

Thursday, Apr 22nd
11:44PM

250,625,339
The Game is getting poor, only "minor fixes" and no updates aas promised. This is becoming boring and
annoying. Sorry just being honest. And is the game will not be improved, my 4 accunts will be closed
without being renewed.

Thursday, Apr 22nd
11:24PM

250,623,753

Played 3dx for over 6 years, still face age old bugs when other players initiate sex poses (Most
noticeably clothing which vanishes for them not vanishing for others unpartnered leading to people
needing to redress and undress to see them naked) Also lots of people still walking into walls. (While
very minor issues, still noticeable) New content used to be slow due to old software being harder work
with for devs to update the game...after updating to the 2.0 engine, pose and clothing releases
continued to be slow. BDSM cross furniture remains without poses after years, BDSM related content on
a whole far too limited. (Near non-existant) Non-sex related poses limited. (Plenty of cuddles, but would
love to see crawling as a form of movement for more submissive acts..and poses to reflect on that.)
Thankfully game is much more stable than in the past. Unfortunately fresh content is often lacking.

Thursday, Apr 22nd
10:02PM

250,623,265
A steady stream of new things being added to the game with a bit of everything once in a while would be
good. More clothing, but also other kinds of changes to your customization. Pose editor would be good
for some creative people, but have the best poses be added for everyone to use.

Thursday, Apr 22nd
9:47PM

250,621,267

welcome everybody Please add the Arabic language to the new version There are a lot of Arab friends
here and we all suffer from 3DXCHAT not being supported Arabic language, which makes everyone
bothered by this thing We all pay our extra money here for fun in our time But sadness hangs over us
because the Arabic language does not support his book and reading in the 3DXCHAT game So please
support the Arabic language and add it to the next versions There are many Arab friends who would like
to join 3DXCHAT But upon hearing that the Arabic language does not allow everyone to move away from
the idea of joining While many of my Arab friends who are here have left the game too because of the
lack of Arabic language and its support I hope my message reaches you this and the Arabic language is
written and readers in 3DXCHAT game https://3dxforum.com/uploads/monthly_2020_06/2020-06-
04_124741.png.10ee6108a416d4f2e9e90a30cbd63aff.png This is a picture of how the Arabic language
will exit in 3DXCHAT game The form is wrong where the letters are not related to each other ( مرحبا بالجمیع 
) The correct form of the Arabic language is the interconnection of letters together ( عیمجلاب ابحرم   ) This
mistake was corrected by using some writing correction software to get it right Writing should be on the
right, not on the left Please solve this problem that everyone suffers from since the first release of the
game Greetings, everyone

Thursday, Apr 22nd
8:34PM

250,619,037 we need the updates
Thursday, Apr 22nd
7:34PM

250,618,731 tx for doing this monthly survey! keep on!
Thursday, Apr 22nd
7:28PM

250,615,838 When switching from one pose to another pose there should be a animatioin, that would be so nice. but i
know thats a lot of work...

Thursday, Apr 22nd
6:11PM

250,611,097 I think the game needs more cosmetic content
Thursday, Apr 22nd
3:57PM

250,602,789
It would be great to have more inner erotic mini-games, such as strip and sex poker. Maybe it is better to
sell some unique and VIP features, because in-game currency is almost useless. Transactions between
players will be great for working girls. There are some opportunities with the poses in or on a car.

Thursday, Apr 22nd
11:43AM

250,601,369 still wait a lot of content
Thursday, Apr 22nd
11:35AM

250,595,747 I would also like to see an option to have guests in the World Editor for consultations and the like when
helping others with their custom rooms.

Thursday, Apr 22nd
7:13AM

250,594,365 Giving it a 2 as after having the game for a year or more, the development seems rather slow and wish
more clothes and poses would be added more frequently

Thursday, Apr 22nd
5:13AM

250,589,799 I really love the game so far but there is soooo much potential that is there still.
Thursday, Apr 22nd
1:45AM

250,587,772 I love 3dx! The things I value most: Being able to build creations, being able to customize my avatar, and
the community (I DJ and host my own room, and like my friends)

Thursday, Apr 22nd
12:20AM

250,586,118 Would like more clothing options mostly and maybe a way to identify myself as trans instead of switching
a penis on/off. Also more shoes, I have an addiction. TY

Wednesday, Apr
21st 11:24PM

250,583,375 CAN'T DEVS SEE PPL ARE LEAVING THE GAME?
Wednesday, Apr
21st 10:14PM



250,583,310 FUCK IT. CAN'T DEVS SEE PEOPLE ARE LEAVING?
Wednesday, Apr
21st 10:12PM

250,580,108 Clothes editor + display of other names (other avatars) of the same person to have more transparency
and put an end to this unhealthy climate. and banish bad people permanently.

Wednesday, Apr
21st 9:07PM

250,578,764

You guys are doing great. I understand issues are going to happen and you just have to keep working. I
hardly ever have any crashing issues. Just happens sometimes. I think where ever you go from here will
be good. I think what you need now is something to keep people around. But i look forward to where you
go from here.

Wednesday, Apr
21st 8:46PM

250,565,451
Visual novele games getting already much better graphic quality. They have better action moves,
physic. Also they have better skin design. To get 5 (excellent) - you need that kind of level as have
"Lara Croft in Trouble" short movie.

Wednesday, Apr
21st 6:36PM

250,564,943 and please get rid of that bot in the chat, that kicks users or at least tell us, what you don't want to see
there. We need at least know, what is banned, just for fairness' sake.

Wednesday, Apr
21st 6:38PM

250,563,851
The bdsm community might be a bit smaller than the main group, but its still a relatively big group.
There's a reason movies like fifty shades of grey are so popular and works, because its something a lot
of people including myself are into, and I would like more of it as it makes me really happy.

Wednesday, Apr
21st 6:32PM

250,544,655 when's the next update...? been silent so long
Wednesday, Apr
21st 12:43PM

250,544,351

I just recently started playing 3DXChat after a friend recommended it and I'm so glad he did. I want to be
clear that I have zero issues with bugs or glitches. I've really fallen into the community quickly and I'm on
daily now. My friends and I always talk about how if someone really craft a quality sex mmorpg that
they'd make millions. 3DXChat is not at that quality in my opinion but it has so much potential. I have two
big areas I'd love to see improved and that's in customization and immersion (which I suppose go hand
in hand). Women don't have a lot of options and I know men have even less. People love customization,
and the options in 3DXChat are honestly quite lame. I've managed but god there are so many
opportunities to grow there. Better customization of tattoos, and hair, women being able to walk with flat
feet, lots more clothing and shoe options, more accessories. There's so much that could be done and I
feel like it's so heavily lacking in a game that has a lot of people who get immersed in it. I think it's lame
guys can't pole dance. I welcome more positions! The visual in this game are quite stunning. Sex sounds
get repetitive and boring. I'd love the option to mute moaning but keep the sexy squishing sounds.
Someone needed a pop filter when recording. It would also be cool if some day we could have the option
to change the position of hands in certain areas, like grabbing breasts while the woman is on top or
even a spank button. This game has SO much potential and I really want to see it expand into the sex
game people are looking for!

Wednesday, Apr
21st 12:21PM

250,539,427 I would love you dev's to communicate more at the forum!
Wednesday, Apr
21st 8:07AM

250,538,673

Cum on face and body should fade away slowly, groggy or dizzy effect after taking sip from beer bottle,
slider during sex is a speed slider but need something like it's in mnfclub.com, slider option during
boobjob pose, capability to walk while carrying someone in arms, undressing partner option so that one
can undress partner's dress/clothing. These things would imo increase some immersion and ppl will
enjoy it more.

Wednesday, Apr
21st 7:33AM

250,534,469 Just not a lot to do, gets really boring with slow updates and nothing to really do
Wednesday, Apr
21st 3:11AM

250,533,461 I have been with you for nearly 6 years, I have worn the same clothes so many times I get depressed
trying to look different/new. PLEASE, please....more clothes!

Wednesday, Apr
21st 2:02AM

250,532,190 My isp won't let me use 3dxchat
Wednesday, Apr
21st 12:40AM

250,531,936 I have been playing and supporting for a couple years now, great job so far keep it up !
Wednesday, Apr
21st 12:20AM

250,531,711

The game is in a great state except for VR. VR feels like the stone age. We have to use third party
programs just to get controller functionality, when other games that use Unity (Virt-a-Mate for example)
use Unity and have full controller + model customization. Other than the VR controls and limited
movement, the game is pretty damn amazing.

Wednesday, Apr
21st 12:10AM

250,531,598 N/A
Wednesday, Apr
21st 12:02AM

250,530,774 Please add more textures(like fur, animal prints), more nature objects and more features in editor.
Tuesday, Apr 20th
11:01PM

250,530,631 Give us an Update........
Tuesday, Apr 20th
10:56PM

250,530,128 please give more regular updates on upcoming feature progress, even if something isn't ready to show
off yet. The game has gone months without new content or communication, or expectation setting.

Tuesday, Apr 20th
10:27PM

250,529,222 I love this game just wish I could have my old avtar back.
Tuesday, Apr 20th
9:45PM

250,528,962
Recently a friend of mine started having this issue where she would disappear from my friends list, and
she reported that she couldn't see any of her friends, as if they were offline. This appears to be
happening again as I type this. If this is true, it's a rather big bug that needs to be addressed.

Tuesday, Apr 20th
9:29PM

250,528,896 i hate you
Tuesday, Apr 20th
9:25PM



250,527,864 I love this platform thanks!
Tuesday, Apr 20th
8:46PM

250,525,295 Adding multiple poses of creampie with pregnant woman. :-P
Tuesday, Apr 20th
7:24PM

250,524,705 Lack of content is truly infuriating.
Tuesday, Apr 20th
7:23PM

250,524,606 Please add chastity cage :D
Tuesday, Apr 20th
7:21PM

250,523,816 It's getting quite stale with no updates in months. There's so many things that could be added that don't
even require too much work.

Tuesday, Apr 20th
6:56PM

250,523,028 i have had problems with radio either not working or two streams playing at once for over six months now
!! when the hell r u going to fix it???

Tuesday, Apr 20th
4:05PM

250,522,571 You need more game content. It’s been quite a while since you had any sort of content update that I
don’t find myself playing anymore because all the outfits and poses are overused.

Tuesday, Apr 20th
6:27PM

250,521,366 Lack of consistent updates and quality updates brings the rating a low lower due to the game being
subscription based.

Tuesday, Apr 20th
5:59PM

250,521,191
Much bugs but it's the same in all game, the general rooms need news music, and some french user
have a trouble with the home radio (maybe changing of server can help the internet provider "free"
block some server with the international firewall)

Tuesday, Apr 20th
5:44PM

250,520,368

Would really like secondary sex poses — like in slow dance how either partner can change from kiss to
front and back without feedback from partner, similar moves in sex poses like kissing, touching, moving
hands, would add a lot of lifelike spontaneity, emotion and uniqueness to each encounter. This would
help us continue to enjoy a smaller number of poses since the overall experience would be unique time.
AChat has this for every sex pose and its the only thing i miss from achat. Also, an “appear offline”
feature would help a lot with letting people chill out at their apartments.

Tuesday, Apr 20th
5:25PM

250,519,300 I haven't noticed much by way of bugs, but any that exist should be sorted before adding new features
Tuesday, Apr 20th
5:02PM

250,518,116 No updates since January this is a joke.
Tuesday, Apr 20th
4:30PM

250,517,353 The issues and bugs need to be fixed. There have been so many disconnects and bugs some times I
just don't bother to log in.

Tuesday, Apr 20th
4:12PM

250,517,292 I know people have issues with disconnecting so that obviously should be the first thing, but I haven't
had many issues. I hear polka dots are cute :)

Tuesday, Apr 20th
4:10PM

250,515,879 Adding new features like more clothes, poses, and unique features can keep the game fresh and
maintain players subscribed to the game.

Tuesday, Apr 20th
3:32PM

250,515,009 Our toxic community destroys this game every year... you should deffinitley stop adding stuff for futa
because whenever something new comes out it's always something more for futa

Tuesday, Apr 20th
3:08PM

250,514,958 Get a bigger team or work on updates more. Your game is a million dollar idea
Tuesday, Apr 20th
3:10PM

250,514,928 Put in more effort and push out monthly or weekly updates
Tuesday, Apr 20th
3:09PM

250,514,772 Getting boring slowly with the lack of updates
Tuesday, Apr 20th
3:05PM

250,514,683 This game definitely needs and deserves regular updates. I just take the example, that one is obliged to
play with a save file to have an all black cap...

Tuesday, Apr 20th
3:01PM

250,514,435 It s too long before update...
Tuesday, Apr 20th
2:55PM

250,513,853

I really like the game! The only bugs i get are mostly camera bugs where if i get first person view, the
camera is slightly displaced sometimes! Also first person whole in positions and poses could be worked!
But what i would really appreciate to see implemented is more clothes and more options on poses! Keep
up the great work!

Tuesday, Apr 20th
2:33PM

250,512,643 need more contents
Tuesday, Apr 20th
2:06PM

250,512,146

Game's in a good state. Occassionaly see characters become completely bald and naked with darkest
skin tone, but that is fixed with a quick reload of the room. Another minor bug, sometimes my characters
underwear will go invisible in the editor, leaving the waist completely see through. Or extra hair parts
(like ponytails or twin tails) will disappear, leaving only the head shape with base texture

Tuesday, Apr 20th
1:48PM

250,511,654

The bigest issue that I can personally think of is the issue with desyncing players, people walking into
furniture or walls on one players side while they are in a different place on their own screen. I'm
convinced that the so called desync issue is easily fixed and that you even have players in the game
right not that know how to fix it.

Tuesday, Apr 20th
1:31PM

250,511,471 I love the game ..
Tuesday, Apr 20th
1:27PM



250,511,406

Sex is good, it looks like the room editor does pretty decent job for creator to do imrpessive job.
However, coming from Second Life, the costumization and sex poses here are lackluster, especially
considering how old is the software, even it if looks it kept upgrading the Unity engine, which make it
visually not outdated. As for a business model, I wouldn't have any problem to pay for more clothes.

Tuesday, Apr 20th
1:19PM

250,511,374

The game feels super stale these days. Same bugs continuously popping up, disconnections happening
frequently, and nothing new gets added to the game. Combine all that with the same stale rooms
opening, the same stale people only spamming cold invites (I know this part isn't really something you
control, but it still hurts your game), the game feels pretty bad and boring these days.

Tuesday, Apr 20th
1:22PM

250,511,209 Love the game just wish there was kinda a community workshop for poses and clothes
Tuesday, Apr 20th
1:17PM

250,511,172 people want to have unique avatars, with the options given right now its very hard to come up with new
ideas

Tuesday, Apr 20th
1:14PM

250,510,996

Disconnect issues and bug are almost in every game. They got bad one time with 3DX, but since new
servers game has been pretty stable. So i'd say it's 'fixed' to a satisfactory level with occasional
expected bug. No idea what the devs are working on currently, but content updates should be in my
opinion now a priority, aswell as little more communication as of what's in the works or happening
currently. Sometimes it feels like the game is running on autopilot.

Tuesday, Apr 20th
1:03PM

250,510,832 This game is handled like no game developers are in charge, only business people.
Tuesday, Apr 20th
12:59PM

250,510,783

A pose editor would be nice. There are some poses that really need to be implemented in the game
such as nipple play for both boys and girls, a better way to select the pose you want as well. For
example, oral sex man. There are two pose selections where the woman is squatting down and it’s a
50/50 shot if you select the pose you want with that (either she’s stroking a cock or fingering herself)
and it’s hard to tell which is which.

Tuesday, Apr 20th
12:58PM
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